PART – A

1. Rabinder Nath Tagore provided his first painting and he was sixty year old then, (correct the sentence)
   A) and he was sixty year old then.
   B) when he was sixty year old then.
   C) at the age of sixty years.
   D) upon reaching sixty years.

2. A shortened form of piece of writing is
   A) Theme
   B) Precis
   C) Proboscis
   D) Saddle

3. Pointing to a man, Praveen said, His daughter Meena is a Grand-daughter of my mother. The man is
   A) Praveen’s father
   B) Praveen’s brother
   C) Praveen’s friend
   D) Praveen’s uncle

4. A clock seen through a mirror show 8 O’clock, what is the correct time
   A) 12.20
   B) 04.00
   C) 12.40
   D) 08.00

5. Fill in the blanks:-
   At Rome we must do _________ the Romans do
   A) When
   B) Which
   C) as
   D) Since

6. A synonym for the word “Illusory” is
   A) Conceitful
   B) Fallacious
   C) Pictorial
   D) Unoriginal

Note: In the questions given below choose the word which must nearly correspond to the meaning of the word given

7. Faux pas
   A) Clever
   B) Blunder
   C) Near
   D) Taetful

8. Despotic
   A) Benign
   B) Subvert
   C) Paternal
   D) Severe
PART – B

26. A C.P.U. consists of
   A) A control unit and Input devices
   B) Arithmetic and logic unit and Card Reader
   C) Control unit
   D) Arithmetic Logic Unit, Control Unit and Memory Unit

27. The First Computers were programmed using
   A) Object code   B) Source code   C) Assembly language   D) None of the above

28. Combination of Hardware and Software that facilitates the sharing of information between computing devices is termed as
   A) Peripherals   B) Network   C) Network Interface Card   D) Expansion board

29. ALU is
   A) Arithmetic Logic Unit   B) Array Logic Unit
   C) Application Logic Unit   D) None of above

30. VGA is
   A) Video Graphics Array   B) Visual Graphics Array
   C) Volatile Graphics Array   D) Video Graphics Adapter

31. MSI stands for
   A) Medium Scale Integrated Circuits   B) Medium System Integrated Circuits
   C) Medium Scale Intelligent Circuit   D) Medium System Intelligent Circuit

32. MICR stands for
   A) Magnetic Ink Character Reader   B) Magnetic Ink Code Reader
   C) Magnetic Ink Cases Reader   D) None of the above

33. EBCDIC stands for
   A) Extended Bit Code Decimal Interchange Code
   B) Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code
   C) Extended Bit Case Decimal Interchange Code
   D) Extended Binary Case Decimal Interchange Code

34. Which of the following is a part of the Central Processing Unit?
   A) Printer   B) Keyboard   C) Mouse   D) Arithmetic and Logic unit

35. The data and programme are stored in ________ for processing.
   A) Main memory   B) Secondary memory   C) Disk memory   D) Programme memory

36. ________ represents raw facts, whereas ________ is facts made meaningful.
   A) Information, reporting   B) Data, information
   C) Information, bits   D) Records, bytes

37. DMA stands for
   A) Distinct Memory Access   B) Direct Memory Access
   C) Direct Module Access   D) Direct Memory Allocation

38. ASCII stands for
   A) American Stable Code for International Interchange
   B) American Standard Case for Institutional Interchange
   C) American Standard Code for Information Interchange
   D) American Standard Code for Interchange Information